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Use case of the SENSECOM-SK series  

Long-term monitoring of bridge failures  
A significant number of bridges are currently in a state of disrepair. Many of them 
were constructed from prefabricated post-tensioned beams. If their construction 
leaks, water penetrates to the metal reinforcement, which gradually corrodes. The 
most risky place is the transverse assembly joint, where to the formation of cracks and 
expansion joints. Here it is important to detect the degradation in time to prevent the 
possible collapse of the bridge. 
 

What monitoring looked like in the past 
The manager of the prestressed bridge carried out frequent inspections with auxiliary tools to detect degradation 
because its permanent presence, often at heights, was not possible. The detection of bridge degradation is made 
possible by slides taped over the joint. Using binoculars, the administrator monitored them for cracks caused by the 
widening of the joint and, in the event of detecting the deterioration of the bridge, implemented adequate measures 
(shoring up the bridge, repairing it by reinforcing the supporting structure, building a new bridge, ...). Other 
possibilities to determine the condition of prestressing reinforcement (weakening, loss of prestress) on existing 
bridges were and still are limited. 
   
How to detect a crack at the time of its formation 
The length of time from the first signs of a crack in the beam to the collapse of the structure is usually more than a 
few seconds, but rather on the order of hours or days. In these circumstances, it is of great importance to catch the 
first symptoms as soon as they arise and to inform the bridge manager so that he can carry out an emergency 
inspection as soon as possible. Rapid detection gives him the opportunity, for example, to take appropriate traffic 
measures immediately and to have a more in-depth diagnostic survey carried out. 
 

What are the significant changes in monitoring brought by the new solution 
For this purpose, a solution has been developed that uses conventional detection slides equipped with electronics 
for detection. The solution was designed so that even a hairline crack as small as 0.05mm wide can be electronically 
detected on the slide and an SMS or email sent immediately to the bridge manager within about a minute of the 
crack occurring. 
The devices with detection slides have been successfully tested on several motorway road bridges in Czech Republic.  
In one case, a microcrack was already detected through a cracked 
slide. The bridge manager was informed within 1 minute. The devices 
were also tested under special bridge demolition conditions, where 
two of the three devices managed to send a message about the broken 
slides when the bridge girder was destroyed and fell. The third device 
also sent an alarm, but only after being retrieved from the rubble, even 
transmitting from a completely damaged casing. The installation of 
these devices is practically no different from gluing conventional 
detection slides through joints and cracks, only the communication 
device is additionally attached and connected to the slides with a thin two-wire cable.  

With the ability to immediately alert the bridge manager to the 
widening of the gap, the risk of serious accident consequences and high 
repair costs can in many cases be reduced, as well as the appropriate 
time to perform in-depth, costly diagnostics.  
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The communication and detection device SENSECOM-SK2 is a significantly cheaper 
solution compared to the deployment of probes that continuously measure the 
width of the already formed joint. The SENSECOM-SK2 is easy to install, and its 
operating costs are minimal.  
  

Data availability 
Detection results are also easily accessible in the SENSEPARAM.COM portal 
solution, where examples of real devices in operation (anonymized) are also 
available. 
Notification messages can be set for alarm conditions, sent as SMS or to an email address. Data in raw or processed 
form can be sent online to the customer's database for further processing, archiving, etc. using callbacks. 
 
Application in other sectors - e.g. buildings 
The same SENSECOM-SK series devices are also used on other types of structures and buildings, where detection 
slides are used to detect cracks in order to inform the building manager of possible structural damage. 
 
Follow-up monitoring solution 
The SENSECOM-SK series has a pre-fitted option to use an additional module to detect the natural frequency of 
vibrations of the structure to identify changes in its stiffness (SENSECOM-NFQ, -SK2F models).  
 
Benefit of the solution to customers 
With SENSECOM-SK2, long-term electronic crack monitoring can reduce the risks of serious bridge failures and avoid 
the often-excessive costs of bridge repair in many cases. This solution represents low investment and operating 
costs, easy installation, and almost maintenance-free long-term operation. It can therefore be applied to a much 
larger number of problem or older bridges where there is an increased risk of failure and where an immediate 
response to crack detection can reduce serious risks and avoid the potentially high costs caused by a late response. 
 


